THAI ANCIENT MYTHOLOGY
Inspired by Thai mythology with an emphasis on
the Himmapan Forest : a magical heavenly realm
from which much of Thai mythology originated.
This romantic restaurant serves ancient
Thai recipes refined with modern flavors, each dish
a delicacy aimed at utterly delighting the senses.
“Dine in heaven at Param Para”

FOOD CONCEPT
Param Para invites you along on a journey of Thai
literature expressed in exquisite gastronomic form.
The menu, inspired by Thai mythology and created
by Guru Duang-rithi Claewplodtook, renowned
Thai culinary expert and food stylist, reflects the
ideal marriage of ancient Thai dishes and modern,
artistic and delicious culinary expression.

APPETIZERS

1

HIMMAPAN FOREST

(Assorted Thai Appetizers)
ป่าหิมพานต์ (หลากหลายอย่างเครื่องว่างไทย)
Suggested for two to share, this appetizer
evokes the beautiful diversity of the mythical
Himmapan Forest and its magical creatures.
Appetizer array includes:

520.-

Chor Muang Sai Gai:
Purple flower-shaped dumplings
filled with minced chicken
Pang Sip Sai Pla:
Half moon-shaped steamed
dumplings filled with fish

Khanom Jeeb Thai Roop Nok:
Bird-shaped dumplings filled
with chicken
Phu Ja Nerng:
Steamed crab and pork
in crab claw

Tung Tong:
Golden crispy parcels filled
with chicken and vegetable

Room:
Egg lattice-wrapped treasures
filled with minced pork

2

LOTUS LAKE

(Assorted steamed dumplings)
สระอโนดาด (เครื่องว่างไทยแบบนึ่ง)
Presented to resemble a magical Lotus Lake.
Appetizer with exquisite flower and bird-shaped
dumplings, including:
Khanom Jeeb Thai Roop Nok:
Bird-shaped dumplings filled with chicken

Chor Muang Sai Gai:
Purple flower-shaped dumplings filled with
chicken

520.-

Prices are inclusive of service charge and government tax. We are happy to accommodate all diets. Should you have any special requirement, please speak with your server.

3

CHUICHAI DANCE

4

HUNTER SATAY

(Thai crispy pancake)

(Assorted four kinds of satay)

ฉุยฉายพราหมณ์ (ฉุยฉายขนมเบือ้ งโบราณ)
This appetizer represents the beautiful
and magical dance of Chuichai

พรานล่อเนื้อ (สะเต๊ะ เนื้อ 4 ชนิด ไก่ หมู เนื้อ ทะเล)

Named for the mythical hunter featured in the Himmapan Forest.

Featuring crispy savory pancakes filled with minced
prawn and crab meat. Enhanced with ground
peanut, tofu and bean sprouts.

Delicious appetizer of golden chicken, pork, beef and seafood satay
created by King Rama V’s Queen who adapted the original Indonesian
recipe to suit Thai tastes. Served with peanut dipping sauce and
mango salsa.

520.-

520.-

5

TIARA OF LADY
SAKUNTALA

(Thai flower flat
spring rolls)

มงกุฏศกุนตลา (ปอเปี๊ยะกุ้งดอกไม้ ไทย)

Referring to the flower tiara of Lady Sakuntala
in the magical forest.
Crispy flat shrimp cake with various Thai flowers.
Served with pineapple sauce.

560.-

6

PRA APAIMANI’S
FLUTE AND
SRISUWAN’S
WOODEN CLUB
(Spring rolls)

ปี่พระอภัย – ไม้พลองศรีสุวรรณ (ปอเปี๊ยะทอดรวม)

Alluding to the magical weapon of Pra Apaimani namely flute and
the wooden club of Srisuwan in Thai mythology.
Elongated crispy spring rolls filled with shrimp, bean sprouts, and a mixture
of celery root, garlic and peppers. Served with a unique pineapple sauce

560.-

Prices are inclusive of service charge and government tax. We are happy to accommodate all diets. Should you have any special requirement, please speak with your server.

8
7

LADY WANTHONG’S GARMENT
(Minced pork wrapped with egg yolk net)

สะพักนางพิม (หรุ่ม)

Honoring the mythical lady renowned for her exquisite apparel.
This beautiful dish features a uniquely delicious flat spring roll with a halo of dried chopped
chicken wrapped in golden egg lattice.

520.-

JAO NGOR

(Watermelon and fish flakes)

เจ้าเงาะ (ปลาแห้งแตงอุลิต)

Echoing the embodiment of Lady Rojana’s dark-skinned soul mate, Jao Ngor, famous for his authentic afro hair
and his penchant for wearing red.
This refreshing appetizer features juicy sweet red water melon and crispy dried fish presented in a small black
crispy cup with lotus petals

520.-

Prices are inclusive of service charge and government tax. We are happy to accommodate all diets. Should you have any special requirement, please speak with your server.

FRIED DISHES

9

12

LADY LAWENG’S HAIR

(Stuffed chicken wings)

(Crispy noodles)

ปีกหางนางมโนราห์
(ปีกไก่สอดไส้ชุบแป้งทอดสองแบบ)

ลอนผมนางละเวง (หมี่กรอบ)

Renowned for her curly blonde hair, Lady
Laweng inspires this delicious long noodle dish.

Named for an angel-like mythical creature
able to remove her own wings.

Traditional Thai style crispy noodles spiced with
bitter orange, pickled garlic and tamarind sauce. Served
with fried minced prawns, pork, tofu and eggs.

Fried boneless chicken wings stuffed with
minced pork and glass noodles. Served with
spicy mayo sauce and salmon roe.

690.10

MANORA’S WINGS

690.-

KANTIMA’S
EGG-SHAPED CAKE
ฟองนกกัณฑิมา
(กุ้งทอดมันเคล้ามันกุ้งทรงเครื่อง)

A dish shaped like the egg of the mythical bird Kantima.
An exquisite dish of fried seasoned shrimp meat
with rich shrimp sauce

750.-

11

LADY SOI DOK MAK’S
LOVE
ผัดธิดาสร้อยดอกหมาก
(ผัดโหงวก้วยทรงเครื่อง)

Representing Lady Soi Dok Mak’s journey
from China to Ayothaya.
This dish includes fried cashew nuts, chestnuts,
gingko, lotus root and Chinese jujube. Accompanied by crispy basil

500.-

Prices are inclusive of service charge and government tax. We are happy to accommodate all diets. Should you have any special requirement, please speak with your server.

14

THE THREE DEVIL’S DAUGHTERS
(Golden-fried fish cakes in organic roses)

13

NANG MAD-CHA ON SHORE

(Fried mackerel stuffed with minced shrimp)

นางมัจฉาเกยตื้น (ปลาทูสดสอดไส้กุ้งชุบแป้งทอด)

Inspired by the magical creature, mermaid in Pra Apaimani myth
This dish features deboned mackerel stuffed with minced shrimp. Fried and
served with crispy celery and a sweet Thai dipping sauce.

สามธิดาพญามาร (ทอดมันดอกกุหลาบเนื้อปลากระพง)
Tanha (passion), Rakha (lust) and Orathi (dissatisfaction)
the three daughters of the devil --inspire this dish.

Golden-fried sea bass fish cakes in organic roses with petals and crispy basil.
Served with a cucumber, shallot and ground peanut salad

790.-

790.-

Prices are inclusive of service charge and government tax. We are happy to accommodate all diets. Should you have any special requirement, please speak with your server.

STEAMED FOOD

16

THE CHURNING
OF THE MILK
OCEAN

(Seafood in curry custard)

กวนเกษียรสมุทร
(ห่อหมกมหาสมุทร)

Representing the variety of
seafood in the Sri Tundorn Sea
surrounding the Himmapan Forest.
This seafood custard offers an array
of fresh seafood including fish, tiger
prawns, clams, mussels, squids,
scallops, crabs and Phuket lobster.

2,800.-

15

MIGHTY HANUMAN
(Deep fried sea crab meat
mixed with minced shrimp)

หนุมานชาญสมร (ปูจ๋า)

Inspired by the most powerful monkey
in Ramayana mythology.
Deep fried sea crab meat mixed with minced
shrimp . Served with Chinese sour sauce.

790.-

Prices are inclusive of service charge and government tax. We are happy to accommodate all diets. Should you have any special requirement, please speak with your server.

SALADS

18

TWINKLING
MAGICAL HORSE

(Grilled Lobster with Pomelo Salad)

เกล็ดนิลมังกร (ย�ำเกล็ดส้มโอกับกุ้งมังกรเจ็ดสี)

A nod to the beauty of the scales of the mythical
creature of the Pra Apai Ma Nee myth.
Salad features Phuket lobster cooked in fish sauce,
lime juice, golden sugar, minced chilies and crispy pork
accompanied by seedless black grapes and pomelo
segments.

2,500.-

17

PRA LAK GOES HUNTING
(Wagyu beef salad)

พระลักษณ์ลงสวน (ย�ำเนื้อวากิวย่าง)

Representing the prey from Pra Lak’s famous forest hunt.
Grilled Wagyu beef salad decorated with tasty vegetables with just a touch of spice.

1,200.-

Prices are inclusive of service charge and government tax. We are happy to accommodate all diets. Should you have any special requirement, please speak with your server.

19

OCEAN KING’S
WEDDING

(Fine de Claire oysters)

วิวาห์พระสมุทร (หอยนางรมสด)

In honor of the wedding of the Ocean King.
Featuring live Fine de Claire oysters served
with an array of Thai and European condiments

690.-

20

KAMANITA-VASITTHI
On The Heaven ( From Der Pilger)

(Alaska scallops in Thai spicy salad)

กามนิต –วาสิฎฐี (พล่าหอยเชลล์สองแบบ)

A reincarnation in heaven of Kamanij and Vasithi.
Two types of Thai spicy salad mixed with Alaskan scallops.
Served in the blooming pink and the white lotuses

690.-

Prices are inclusive of service charge and government tax. We are happy to accommodate all diets. Should you have any special requirement, please speak with your server.

SOUPS
21

PRA LOR’S MAGICAL
CHICKEN HUNT
(Tom ka gai)

พระลอตามไก่ (ต้มข่าไก่กลั่น)

Portraying the scene of Pra Lor hunting a
magical chicken in order to reveal his true
love.
Classical Tom Ka chicken soup served in
a coconut shell

690.-

22

KARAWAKE BIRD’S
EGG SOUP

(Soup of sago stuffed with egg
yolk)

แกงจืดฟองนกการะเวก
(แกงจืดสาคูเลียนอย่างไข่นกการเวก)

Evoking the myth of the eggs of the magical
Himmapan birds.
Soup features salted egg yolk wrapped in
colorful sago shells filled with seaweed,
mushroom, pandan syrup and butterfly pea
syrup all presented in an exquisite egg shape

590.-

23

TOSSAKAN GOES TO WAR
(Tom yam gung)

ทศกัณฑ์ออกศึก (ต้มยำ�กุ้ง)

The magical Giant, Tossakan, is represented by giant fresh water prawns surrounded
by Thai herbs.
Classic Tom Yam Gung with giant fresh water prawns

690.-

Prices are inclusive of service charge and government tax. We are happy to accommodate all diets. Should you have any special requirement, please speak with your server.

24

PHAYA HONG
EGG STEW
(Thai stew with egg,
pork and tofu)

ฟองพญาหงส์
(ไข่พะโล้แบบโบราณ)

Hinting at the egg of the
mythical giant swan which
graces the Himmapan Forest.
Assorted eggs stewed with pork
and tofu in caramelized syrup

590.-

25

GIANT KHUM PHA KHAN
(Clear soup with stuffed squid)

กุมภกรรณทดน�้ำ (แกงจืดปลาหมึกสอดไส้กุ้งสับ)

Reminiscent of the mythical giant blocking the river to
stop the army of Pra Ram.
Delicious soup featuring squid in clear broth with assorted
vegetables

590.-

Prices are inclusive of service charge and government tax. We are happy to accommodate all diets. Should you have any special requirement, please speak with your server.

CURRIES

26

LUCKY COW CURRY
(Tender beef jerky boiled in
fresh coconut milk)

โคนนทิ (เนื้อเค็มต้มกะทิแบบโบราณ)

Inspired by the lucky cow used as the vehicle
of God Shiva.
Our delicious version of grilled tender beef
jerky boiled in fresh coconut milk

750.-

27

BATTLE OF BHALI & SUCRIB
(Massaman curry)

พาลีรั้งทวีป-สุครีพครองเมือง (แกงมัสมั่นเนื้อกับโรตี)

Inspired by the fight between brothers for their true love
This unique beef massaman stew includes tender beef, Phuket pineapple segments and lotus seeds

790.-

Prices are inclusive of service charge and government tax. We are happy to accommodate all diets. Should you have any special requirement, please speak with your server.

28

LADY ROJANA
CHOOSES HER
SOULMATE
รจนาเลือกคู่
(แกงเขียวหวานตับห่านกับอกเป็ดรมควัน)
Named in honor of Lady Rojana’s important
life event-- choosing her soul mate. Assorted
Thai fruits represent the contestants to be
Lady Rojana’s husband.
Green curry with succulent foie gras, smoked
duck breast and Thai fruit. Served with mango
sauce

850.-

29

PRA RAM TAKES A BATH
(Green curry of Tender beef)

พระรามโสรจสรง (แกงเขียวหวานเนื้อพริกขี้หนูสวนกับโรตี)

Depicting Pra Ram who has green skin taking off his robe to take a bath
Tender beef in green curry served with Roti

750.-

Prices are inclusive of service charge and government tax. We are happy to accommodate all diets. Should you have any special requirement, please speak with your server.

31

SIDA WALKS
ON FIRE
สีดาลุยไฟ
(พะแนงไก่ย่างตะไคร้ ใบเตยหอม
พร้อมเครื่องเคียง)

Honoring the walk on fire of Lady Sida to
prove her true love for Pra Ram.
Panang-style curry of grilled chicken.
Garnished with boiled egg, capsicum,
preserved shallot and sweet basil

750.-

30

SEA BUTTERFLY GIANT

(Yellow curry with Andaman crab meat)

ผีเสื้อสมุทรจ�ำแลง (แกงคั่วปูทะเลกับหมี่ฮุ่น)

Alluding to the Sea Butterfly Giant’s love at first sight for Pra Apaimani.
Yellow curry with Andaman crab meat and smashed lemongrass. Served with vermicelli

750.-

Prices are inclusive of service charge and government tax. We are happy to accommodate all diets. Should you have any special requirement, please speak with your server.

DESSERTS

33
32

THE CLOUDS OF HIMMAPAN

(Coconut and mango ice-cream served with Thai dessert bird’s nest in coconut
syrup and blue butterfly peas palm seed.)

เมฆาป่าหิมพานต์ (ไอศกรีมกะทิสดเสิร์ฟพร้อมรังนกตุ๋นและลูกชิดไพลิน)

THE ORCHARD OF AMPHAWAN

(Thailand’s classic dessert of juicy ripe mango and lightly coconut-sweetened sticky rice)

ของขวัญจากป่าอัมพวัน (ข้าวเหนียวมูลกับมะม่วงน�้ำดอกไม้)
Inspired by the Mango forest in the history of the Lord Buddha

690.-

Inspired by the beautiful bright clouds on Himmapan forest

520.Prices are inclusive of service charge and government tax. We are happy to accommodate all diets. Should you have any special requirement, please speak with your server.

35

34

ANGEL MEKKHALA’S
BLUE SAPPHIRE

(Coconut and mango ice-cream
served with Thai dessert bird’s
nest in coconut syrup and blue
butterfly peas palm seed.)

THE BIRTH
OF LADY MATTANA

เมขลาล่อแก้ว (เพทาย-ไพลินกรอบ)

(fresh lychee fruit filled with
raspberry jelly and served with
rose syrup)

Inspired by the Thai mythical story of thunder
and lightning: the magical crystal ball of
the angel Mekkhala creates lightning and
the sound of thunder comes from the axe of
the Giant Rammasoon.

มัทนาแรกแย้ม
(ลิ้นจี่สอดใส้เยลลี่ราสป์เบอรี่
ในน�้ำกุหลาบเปอร์เซีย)

500.-

Inspired by the lady Mattana who was born
from a rose in a story written by Rama VI.
Ispahan of fresh lychee fruit filled with
raspberry jelly and served with rose syrup

500.-

36

LADY KHAKHI’S LUST

(Stewed banana with whipping cream and
raspberry syrup and adorned with rose petals,
sugar and sesame)

กากีรันจวน
(กล้วยตุน๋ ต�ำรับห้องพระเครือ่ งต้นรัชกาลที่ 7)

Inspired by the most charming and sensual lady Khaki in
Khaki mythology.
First created in the royal kitchen of Rama VII, this delightful dessert
of stewed banana with whipping cream and raspberry syrup is
adorned with rose petals, sugar and sesame

500.-

37

BLUE PEARLS OF
SRI TUNDORN SEA

(Taro dumplings with minced water
chestnuts in warm blue coconut milk
and coconut ice cream)

ไข่มุกสีคราม (บัวลอยเผือกอัญชันแห้วสับ)
Inspired by the beautiful blue pearls
in Sri Tundorn Sea

500.Prices are inclusive of service charge and government tax. We are happy to accommodate all diets. Should you have any special requirement, please speak with your server.

HIMMAPAN

